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Peak load pricing opportunities exist whenever the firm is faced

with sequential demands for output, which is produced from some sort of

fixed capital. The demand for electricity during several periods of the

day provides the classic example. But there are many other examples:

airport landing privileges, urban transportation services, computer

time, personal income tax advice, and tourist hotels to name just a few.

In each instance, one could apply peak .load pricing principles. Al

though there had been a substantial continuing interest in this issue,l

much greater attention was sparked by the fundamental contribution of

Peter Steiner (1957). Most of the ensuing analysis were confined to the

welfare question of determining the socially optimal prices. An inter-

esting exception was provided by Bailey and White (1974) when they

considered alternative objective functions. In this paper, we shall

generalize some of the Bailey and White argument to include the effects

of uncertainty. In particular, we shall consider the influence of

random demand upon a firm that attempts to maximize the expected utility

f f · 2o pro 1·t. The solutions for the regulated and unregulated firms in

the firm peak and shifting peak cases will be examined.

I. The Unregulated Case.

In this model we assume that there are two independent (sequential)

3demands of equal length. When we deal with the firm peak case ,: we
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assume that distinct peak and off peak periods exist. In the presence

of .un~ertainty,- thi-s requires' that the probability distributions are
;61' .'

disj?int. Without this assumption, random shifts in demand could cause

the firm peak case to become a shifting peak problem.

Uncertainty is introduced by making demand a random variable for

each period. in particular, demand in the i -th period is specified as:

(1) P. =P.(Q., u.)
,1. 1. 1. 1.

where u. is a random variable. Of course, the values that u. may assume
1. 1.

are limited so that prices cannot be negative. Otherwise, there are no

constraints on the u .. Adopting familiar notation, we let b represent
1.

the marginal operating cost, which is assumed to be constant. Further,

we let f3 represent the (constant) cost of a unit of capacity that is

just large enough to produce one unit of output per period.

Firm Peak Case. For the firm peak case in the presence of random

demand, the random profit function is

where period 2 is assumed to impose the peak demand upon capacity. In

order to allow nonlinear risk preferences, we assume that the firm

attempts to maximize the expected utility of profits:

where U is a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility index and E is the expec

tations operator. 4

. The first-order conditions for an extremum require that the_partial

derivatives of (3) vanish:

(4) oE[UCn)]/oQ1 = E[U' Cn)(tffi1 - b)] = 0

and
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(5) 8E[U(n)1/8Q2 = E[U' (n)(MR2 - b - fJ)l = o.

By using the. definition of covariance, we may write (4) and (5) in an
:: . . -.

analytically:moreconvenient form:

(6) E[MR
1

] =b - cov[U' (n) ,MR
1

] IE [U' (n)]

and

(7) E[MR
2

] = b + fJ - cov [U' (n) ,MR
1

] IE [U' (n)] .

In general, the qualitative nature of these conditions will depend upon

the covariance terms. First, suppose the firm exhibits a risk-neutral

attitude. In that event, the utility function will be linear and con-

sequently the marginal utility of profit, U'(n), will be constant. This

means that the covariance term will be zero. The case of risk neutral-

ity then provides the stochastic analog for the certainty case as can be

seen by comparing the present results with those of B~iley and White

(1974, p. 78).

Second, suppose the firm expresses risk aversion (preference). In

that case, the firm's utility function is concave (convex) and therefore

the marginal utility of profit will vary with profit. In particular,

the marginal utility of profit will decline (increase) as profit in-

creases. Generally, when demand shifts randomly, the marginal revenue

will move in the same direction. But as marginal revenue increases,

profit will increase and the marginal utility of profit will decrease

(increase). T~us, for a risk-averse (-preferring) firm, the covariance

between the marginal utility of profit and marginal revenue -will be

negative (positive). Since the expected marginal utility of profit

E[u' (n)] is always positive, the- second term on the righthand side of

-
(6) is negative (positive). Consequently, for a risk averter, optim-

ality requires a smaller output than for a risk-neutral firm because
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production will stop short of the point where expected marginal revenue

equals marginal ~ost. which is- b ·in period I and b + f3 in period 2.. -- - ... . • . .
'>;"

'J. ..

Bailey: hnd White:' (1974) 'examined -'the conditions ~nder which a

pricing reversal could occur, i.e., a situation where the peak consumer

would pay a lower price than the off peak consumer. In the presence of

uncertainty, -the conditions are complicated somewhat. If we assume that

random shifts in demand change only the j·ntercept and not the slope of

the demand functions, we can easily solve equations (6) and (7) for the

expected prices:

cov[U' (n) ,MRI ] I
(8) E[PI ] b -=

E[U' (n)] I -
I

E['12]

and

Jb + P -
cov[U' (n) ,MR2] I· I

(9) E[P2] = IE[U' (n)] I -
EI'12]

where E[f'll] and E['12] represent the expected price elasticities of

demand for the offpeak and peak consumers, respectively.

Since the covariance term is zero for the risk neutral firm, its

output and expected prices will equal those in the deterministic model.

Thus, on average, the uncertain price will equal the deterministic price

of Ba iley and White's model. In contrast, if the firm is a r~.sk aver-

ter, the sign of the covariance will be negative and the desired capa-

city will be less than the capacity required in the risk-neutral case

because E(NR2] > b + f3 from condition (7). From (9); it is apparent

that the expected price will be higher for the risk-averse case than for

that of risk neutrality.5 -.
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Off peak prices are higher on average than peak prices for the

unr~gu!ated firm attempting ~o "maximize the expected utility of profit
101'" 0 "0_

when~ver the::right-hand side of
0

(8) exceeds' the right-hand side of (9).

This is the stochastic analog of the Bailey and White condition for a

pricing reversal. These results are depicted in Figure 1 where E[PI]

exceeds E[P2l for the risk-neutral case. The expected prices are higher

in the risk-averse case due to the influence of the covariance terms. As

an example, these are depicted as E[PI ] and E[P2].

It should be noted that there is an ambiguity in the final result

under uncertainty that does not exist in the nonstochastic case. Its

source can be found in coriditions (6) and (7); namely, in the covariance
/

terms. It makes most Sense to view the covariance term as an addition

. 6
to marginal cost due to having some risk to bear. There is, however,

no reason to suppose that the covariance terms in (6) and (7) should be

equal. Conse.quently, one cannot tell on an a priori basis whether the

right-hand side of (7) exceeds that of (6) or the oppdsite is true.

Thus, one may not conclude that if the expected elasticities of peak and

offpeak demand were equal, then the offpeak prices would always be lower

then the peak prices. This follows because -cov(U' (n) ,MRI ]/E[U' (n) ) may

be sufficiently larger than -cov[U'(n),MR21/E[U'(n)] to cause a pricing

reversal. In other words, in the event of a pricing reversal, we do not

know whether the cause is differential risk that affects marginal costs

or sufficiently different demand elasticities.

Shifting Peak Case. In the shifting peak case, the demands of

customers in both periods press on capacity. Consequently, both groups

should bear some of the ·capacity costs. Retaining the assumption of

independent, random, equal-length demands, the random profit function is

given by
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(10) n =PI (ul)Ql + P2 (u2)Q2 - b(Ql + Q2) - bQ*

where Q"i'r = Ql ;'-Q-2~ --The-objective functi~n_Qf the firm becom~_s

. (11) E[~(n)] = E[U(PICul)Q~" + P2 (u2)Q"2 ~ bCQl + Q2) - PQ-l().

The resultant first-order condition is obtained by differentiating (11)

with respect to Q*. Noting that aQl/oQ"i\' = aQ2/aQ* = 1 and using the

definition of'covariance, we may write the first-order condition as

2b + P_ cov[U' en) ,MR1] + coveu' en) ,MR2J

E[U'cn)]

If the firm is risk neutral, the covariances in (12) are zero and

the condition becomes

which is the stochastic analog of the certainty case. The pricing

solution can be depicted as in Figure 2. Optimal output Q-l( is set where

the aggregated or combined expected marginal revenue curve intersects

the combined operating and capacity Cost curve denoted as 2b + p. Thus,

the capacity required in both periods is Q*, but period 1 customers pay

only PIon average.

If the firm is risk averse, the covariances in (12) are negative.

On our earlier interpretation, this means that perceived marginal costs

exceed 2b + P because some payment must be made for risk bearing.

Consequently, optimal capacity will be smaller than Q;\', say Q. As a

result, the prices for period 1 and period 2 users will be PI and P2 ,

respectively. 7
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II. Impact of Rate of Return Regulation.

The impa_c~_of""~ rate of ··return constraint upon the peak load pric-
'-

~.. .

ing problem ~as analyzed in a "nonstocha'stic setting by Bailey (1972).

In this section, we shall allow the demand functions to be random to

examine the influence of uncertainty. Since revenue is random, it is

not obvious how one should formulate a rate of return constraint. We

shall assume that the constraint requires that the expected return on

capital investment not exceed some value. 8

The Firm Peak Case.

straint as

We shall specify the rate of return con-

where y is the allowed return on investment in capacity. Following the

usual convention, we assume that y > fL The random profit in (2) is

constrained on average by (14). Consequently, we formulate the firm's

objective function as the expected utility of constrained profit, i. e. ,

the firm attempts to maximize

(15) E[U(·)] = E[U(Pl(ul)Ql + P2 (u2)Q2

-b(Ql + Q2) - ~Q2 - A(PIQl + P2Q2 - b(Ql + Q2) = yQ2))]

The first-order conditions are obtained from the partial derivatives of

(15) with respect to Ql' Q2' and A. The first two can be written as

( 16) E Hm ] = b - cov [U' ( - ) ,r-tR1]
1

E[U' (-)]

and



(17) E [MR ._] ::.b + fJ 
.;2

.... h
I-A.

8

(y - fJ) ... - cov[U' (- )MR2] -

E[U'(-)]

It is clear that risk neutrality yields the stochastic analog to

the results under uncertainty. For the risk-neutral firm, the offpeak

price is identical to the deterministic model's offpeak price and its

output is set where MR = b since demand does not press on capacity. The

peak price and output (capacity) are derived in the same manner as in

the deterministic case. In Figure 3, we see that the expected surplus

profits, PlAQlb, accrued in the offpeak period can subsidize a deficit

in the peak period equal to that amount. The expected peak price in

this case would be P2 while the output (capacity) would ~e Q*. Because

the offpeak surplus profits are greater on average than the profits

allowed, the firm is induced to price their peak period output below its

cost and expand its capacity to take advantage of the offpeak surplus.

If the firm were risk-averse, however, the' output for the offpeak

demand would be something less than Ql' say Ql' since E [MR. l ]. > b. The

expected offpeak price then would rise and the offpeak surplus profit

would fallon average. (This assumes that the expected marginal revenue

and marginal cost curves for offpeak demand intersect on the elastic

portion ~f its expected demand curve, which is a reasonable assumption

for our purposes.) With a reduced offpeak surplus, the peak ..deficit

correspondingly must be reduced. This will mean an increase in the

expected peak price, P
2

to P2 and a decrease in the output (capacity)

from Q'i'( to Q2.
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The Shifting Peak Case. A similar analysis may be applied to the

shift:Lng peak -case •.- The firm-f s · objective Junction (15) is ~asically the
~ ..

samE7 except: .:that Q1 and Qz are equal. As a result the first-order

condition is given by

(16) E[MR1] + E[MR2] = 2b + P - 1-~ (y - p)

'cov[U'(-),MR
1

] + cov[U'(-),MRz]
E[U t

(-)]

The result for the regulated, risk-neutral firm is the stochastic

analog to the deterministic case. Since the covariances will be neg-

ative for the risk-averse firm, it follows that E[NR1] + E[l'1R2] > 2b +
AP - I-A (y - Pl. As a result, the desired capacity will be less for the

risk-averse firm than for the risk-neutral firm. The pricing solutions

may be examined in Figure 4 for the shifting peak case.

In the shifting peak case, offpeak surpluses will not exist and the

regulated deterministic firm (or the regulated risk-neutral firm) will

set capacity where the aggregate (expected) price level will generate

the allowed rate of return. In Figure 4, this will be where P = Zb + Y

where period 1 users will pay an expected price of PI for their output

Q* and period 2 users pay only P2 on average for the same o~tput Q*.

-Intuitively, we can see that the areaP AQ*b allows the firm to recover
c

the market cost of its capital as well as an additional PcP1 per unit of

capital ~ue to y being larger than p.

The pricing differential between the two peak demands corresponds

to their intensity and elasticity of demand. If the marginal capacity

costs were higher artd the difference between y and P remained constant,

then both 2b + Y and 2b + P would shift upward and the difference be-

tween the peak prices would be reduced.
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If the firm were risk-averse, we know that it will choose to pro-

duce a..t a capac-i ty·· -somewhere -below the risk-neutral firms revel cr'>, say
f . . A

Q. .Figure 4 "shows that expected prices then rise to PI and P2 where P2

experiences a more substantial increase because of the difference in

demand elasticity.

III. Concluding Remarks.

For both the regulated and unregulated case, we have examined the

influence of random demand upon the peak load pricing solution in an

expected utility framework. The results for the case of linear risk

preferences provide the stochastic analog of the deterministic model.

When risk aversion prevails,. we should find that the firm acts cau-

tiously. In the context of the models we have analyzed, this generally

means that optimal capacity is reduced as is the optimal output. Con-

sequently, expected prices rise. Of course, it is not surprising to

find that the risk-averse firm acts cautiously, but it is of some inter-

est to know what this means in the peak load setting.
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Eoo.tnotes
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*- The authors" are indebted to the Puhiic Utility Resea"rch Center at
. the University of FLorida for financial support.

1. See the brief, historical overview in Steiner (1971).

2. The problem of maximizing social welfare was addressed by Brown and
Johnson. (1969) and further refined by Crew and Kleindorfer (1978)
and Sherman and Visscher (1978).

3. The Steiner (1957) assumption of equal length periods is employed
in this analysis. Although we recognize that Williamson (1966)
provides a somewhat more general formulation, the equal" length
periods facilitate our graphcial presentation.

4. Meyer (1976) examines a similar problem in the framework provided
by the capital asset pricing model. This is an interesting ap
proach to the problem.

5. The reverse holds for the risk-preferring firm. In other words,
capacity will be higher and prices lower than in the risk-neutral
case.

6. Baron (1970) shows that the covariance term can usefully be inter
preted as the marginal change in the risk premium as output
changes. Since the risk premium is the payment that must be made
to induce the firm to bear a given risk, the cost interpretation
has an obvious appeal.

7 . For the risk seeker, optimal capacity will be larger and prices
will be lower than for the risk neutral case.

8. This is the approach adopted by Meyer (1979).
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